2013-2014 Architects for Health:
Student Design Charette Brief

Tower of Health:
Can Skyscrapers be Good for You?
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1.0

Summary of Brief

The 2013-14 charette will ask students to prepare a design for a new
hospital tower on the Guy’s Hospital site adjacent to the existing Guys’s
Tower and The Shard, Europe’s Tallest building. The building will be a
civic gesture as a riposte to the London skyline dominated by the
skyscrapers of City institutions.
Designing a hospital in a tower structure represents a number of issues,
such as amenity space, communication between floors and fire
engineering amongst others. Students will need to address these
pragmatic and programmatic matters while simultaneously considering an
appropriate conceptual approach to a large new civic building and the
dialogue with the adjacent shard and The City of London across the river.
The content of the tower is expected to include, but not be limited to:






Acute care, intermediate bedrooms for recovery
None acute community health services
A patient hotel
Extra-care living accommodation
Associated leisure and social functions
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2.0

The Site

The Proposed site sits adjacent to the Guys Tower (named Tower Wing on
the plan). The Guys Hospital Site has been a hospital since initial building
development by Sir Thomas Guy in 1721.
The modern day Guys Hospital triangle sits adjacent to London bridge
station and Europe’s tallest building The Arqiva Tower, commonly referred
to as the Shard.
Guys Tower is 143m tall with 30 floors. The Shard is 310m tall with 72
floors. This context of tall buildings has influenced the estates team at the
Hospital to investigate the opportunity for another tall building on the
triangular hospital site. A vector site plan is included in the appendix.

http://davejnash.files.wordpress.com/2013/08/im
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3.0

Vertical Village and Social Glue

Although the approach to developing the design will involve considering
individual elements, students are urged to consider the building as a
vertical society of interrelated uses. The brief is asking for a civic proposal,
a contrast to the commercially driven towers to the north of the site. The
staff and patients of a hospital are sometimes referred to collectively as
The Users. The Users in this case are Staff of the Hospital, Patients in the
Hospital beds both inpatient and day-case, visitors to the outpatient
departments, pre or post-operative patients in the patient hotel, family in
the hotel or people living in the extra care apartments.
Each of these distinct uses will rely on shared social spaces such as
restaurant floors, health spa and swimming pools, and the areas of
concessions for shops and other social function. Waiting areas and the
communication between the primary health functions are also opportunity
to explore the social glue of the tower.
Using sections the teams are asked to demonstrate how the major
functions have been arranged (distorted from the schedule of
accommodation) and how social spaces and shared spaces bond discrete
functions together.
Below: MVRDV – Vertical Village
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4.0

Amenity and Green Space

In response to the brief students are expected to demonstrate how the
various needs for amenity space are addressed in the proposal.
Health Building Note 4: Inpatient Accommodation recognises the
importance of access to a courtyard and the value of a courtyard or garden
view as a contributory factor to therapy.
Professor Hans Ulrich points to four possible advantages of nature to
healing;
1. Being in Nature tends to correlate with physical activity, which obviously
promotes health.
2. Nature activities often implies socializing, e.g., in the form of walking
together or sitting in a park with friends. Building social networks has a
well-documented potential for improving health.
3. Nature offers temporary escape from everyday routines and
4. question of to what extent the interaction with Nature itself has an
appreciable impact on the mind; in other words, is there an extra benefit
of performing these tasks in a natural environment, or can the physical
and social advantages alone explain the observed benefits?
It is technically difficult to locate a usable garden at high level and this
therefore represents a clear barrier to accessible amenity. This must be
explored in the proposal by each team.
Left : KenYeang proposal for the EDITT tower in Singapore
Middle: TB patients at St Thomas’ Hospital besides the river
Right: Stefan Boeri Architecture designed Milan skyscraper with 730 trees, 5,000
shrubs and 11,000 ground plants
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5.0

Building Blocks & Flexibility

Please refer to the appendix for a more detailed Schedule of Accomodation.

5.1

Inpatient Bedroom Accommodation

A critical design influence will be how the plan and form of the proposed
tower will accommodate a large number of small cellular rooms. The most
numerous room in the building will be the single inpatient bedroom (288 as
scheduled) of approximately 18 sqm with an en-suite of a further 5sqm.
The width of these rooms should be approximately 4m. All of the rooms
will need a visual connection either to the outside, a courtyard garden or an
atrium. With limited perimeter facade space the teams will need to
investigate ways of providing visual amenity to these rooms, which is
discussed further in section 5.0.
The bedrooms for the both the patient hotel and commercial hotel will
be the same size as the inpatient beds and, we imagine, the floor
plans and circulation will have a similar layout or rationale.
For more detailed information on inpatient accommodation please refer to
HBN 04 in the appendix.
Sketch below shows clusters of 8 bedrooms making up 24 bed wards by Medical
Architecture for the new Adelaide Royal.
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75% of the beds in the hospital area of the tower will be single bedrooms
with a footprint of approximately 4m by 8m including the ensuite.

Allow 4m x 8m per
multi bed ward
including ensuite

25% of the beds in the hospital area of the tower will be multi bed wards
with a footprint of approximately 10m by 8m including the ensuite.

Allow 8m x 10m per multi bed ward
Including shower and WC
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5.2

Operating Theatres

The charette does not allow for detailed layout exploration but sketch
layouts demonstrating how a layout of theatres could work on the proposed
super structure design will be very helpful.
Typically Theatres are arranged in bands with a dirty and clean corridor
linking either side (as below) with the theatre space itself a room of
approximately 8m by 8m in size. An example typical theatre arrangement
is shown below:

Allow 12m x 12m per theatre
suite including ancillary rooms

Alternative theatre layouts are starting to be adopted that offer better
opportunities for natural light and use space more efficiently such as the
sketch layout below from the Brandenburg Klinikum in Germany. In this
instance the theatres are only 6m by 6m with floor to ceiling glazing to the
exterior but also to a shared core area of stores and cleaning facilities.
Allow 6m x
6m per
theatre for
this open
plan

Scrub and shared store area including circulation 6m by 12m per pair or theatres

Allow 6m x
6m per
theatre for
this open
plan
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5.3

Outpatient Areas

Outpatient departments have high foot fall with large areas of waiting. The
majority of the rooms will be 16sqm consulting examination rooms.
Typically these rooms will be approximately 3m wide. It is useful to
arrange rooms in clusters of 5 to 10 rooms with associated dedicated
waiting areas. Ideally all the consulting rooms with have a window with
some natural light.

Allow 3m x 5.4m 9 or (similar)
per consulting examination
room

The waiting areas, which can be busy, should be a comfortable spaces to
dwell ideally with some visual amenity. Co-locating the shared waiting
area with a café or restaurant concession floor can be successful.
Typical arrangement of consulting rooms in an outpatient department with
a centre support or treatment zone where natural light is not a necessity.

4.4

Lifetime homes/Extra Care Accommodation

The Schedule of Accommodation suggests the inclusion of a number of
75sqm apartments or duplex maisonettes. It is not necessary to explore
the detailed design or layout of these apartments as much as consider how
they relate and contribute to the vertical village proposed.
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6.0

Natural Light

As discussed earlier in the brief, how natural light and visual amenity is
managed to a largely cellular building will be critical to the success of an
idea.
The engineering team from Buro Happold will discuss the issue in more
detail. It is hoped that, in exploring arrangements of rooms both in plan
and section and the relationship with cores and atria, the teams will evolve
a form that can be extrapolated to the overall design of the tower.
The diagram below shows various ways different tall buildings have
increased the daylight penetration into the building by increasing façade
area and introducing atria.

(from top left then left to right)
Square Plan with square core,
Rectangular plan with greater surface area for volume,
Circular plan with circular core
Circular plan with central atrium and offset communication core as found at
the Jin Mao tower in Shanghai
Square Plan with a central atrium
Triangular plan with central atrium and roof gardens spiralling around the
façade as in the Commerzbank by Norman Foster and Partners.
Complex façade form with central core as in the Burj Khalifa, which is a
hotel with similar light to cellular room requirements
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7.0

Schedule of Accommodation/Stacking Strategy

A schedule of accommodation is provided in the appendix with a
suggestion of how the building may be stacked. Students are expected to
explore and challenge the proposal in order to meet the design objectives
of the team. The building is expected to be between 40 and 50 storeys in
height and the approximate numbers of rooms, or space required, for the
hospital accommodation is expected to be accounted for in the section
proposed.

8.0

Technical Demands of the Design

Teams are urged to pay particular attention to the presentation by Buro
Happold which will highlight the fundamental engineering concerns to be
considered in the design propositions.
Although teams are not expected to present a resolved design they are
expected to have a structural and environmental strategy in mind in order
to reinforce the idea presented, this should include:







Structural Strategy (and any potential issues to be resolved)
Daylight strategy
Lifts – Shuttle, Patient, local and visitor.
Ventilation
Plant room locations and allowance
Any appropriate green energy initiatives
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9.0

Studio Programme and Deliverables

At the crit session on Friday the 17th each team should present:
Ref

M01

M02
M03

M04

Scale

1:500

1:500
1:100

1:200

Deliverables

Purpose of deliverable/Question answered

Sketches

Due to the restricted timescale sketches made
during design development stage are very useful
in the final presentation, please retain all the
sketches and pin all relevant sketches up as part
of the presentation.
To demonstrate the proposed form and how it relates
to the site, neighbouring buildings, meets the ground
and greets the sky.

Model to fit onto existing site model
(pictured below)

Site Plan
Typical Floor Plans
Must include a minimum of 4 floors with
at least 2 floors of hospital bedrooms
and/or patient hotel rooms featuring
gardens, atria or terraces
Suggested other floors:
Theatre floor
Outpatients floor
Apartment floor
Entrance floor
Upper floors

The structural strategy should also be evident from
the model.
To locate the proposal only
Demonstrate how the form is generated or relates to
the plan in order to support a therapeutic
environment.
The communication (lift) cores should also be located
in the plans.

Building Section – use given draft
section as base

To demonstrate the relationship between functions,
daylight penetration and visual amenity. Should also
portray structural strategy and other general
engineering techniques.
M05
nts
Internal montages/collages/Skecthes
Reinforce item M03
M06
nts
External montage of the physical model Reinforce items M01 and M04
Team must concentrate on the above deliverables but are not restricted to just these items. Other items that may be
useful in describing the scheme include:
A07
1:20
Façade/terrace balcony detail
Relationship between form and function
A08
nts
3D computer model
/
A09
1:100
Entrance floor
/
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Day

Suggested work/ Deliverable programme

Monday

1.

Develop and discuss team understanding of the brief and the site

Tuesday

1. Initial ideas on form
2. Initial ideas on bedroom floor plan

Wednesday

1. Develop section
2. Finalise key plans
3. Plan Model (start laser cutting if possible)

Thursday

1. Start cutting and assembling model
2. Finalise section
3. Start montages and sketches (internal and external focussing on
aspects not demonstrated by the model)

Friday

1.
2.
3.
4.

Complete model
Practice Presentation (pin up and verbal presentation)
Complete montages
Complete/Annotate deliverables

Charette Programme:
Approximate
session times

Monday
13th January

Tuesday
14th January

Wednesday
15th January

Thursday
16th January

Friday
17th January

Morning

1000hrs1230hrs
Introduction to
the brief,
groups
assigned and
enrolment at
LSBU

1000hrs1230hrs
Site visit to St
Guy’s with
Alastair
Gourlay GSTT
See 7.0

Tutored Studio

Tutored Studio

Tutored Studio

Form,
Structure and
Floor-plan

Modelling
Final Scheme

Modelling
Final Scheme

Afternoon

Tutored Studio

Tutored Studio

Tutored Studio

Tutored Studio

Tutored Studio

Evening

1600hrs –
2000hrs
EXPERT
SEMINAR
At Guy’s
Hospital
See 6.0

Free Study

Free Study

Free Study

1600hrs –
2030hrs
Crit Event and
Judging
See 8.0
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